**DRIVE+ 4K NDI \(35x\)**

**NDI\(\text{HX}\) LIVE STREAMING PTZ IP WATERPROOF CAMERA**

**Broadcast Level, Enterprise Class Live Streaming**

Drive+ 4K NDI\(\text{HX}\) 4K PTZ Camera, integrated with the lossless 4K\(\text{HX}\) NDI technology, equipped with the most advanced image processing technology and the highest NDI\(\text{HX}\) 4K\(\text{HX}\) encoder, allowing it to produce 4K\(\text{HX}\) images.

It has been specifically designed to meet the needs of the industry. With its unique 4K\(\text{HX}\) and 30-frame-per-second technology, it can display clear, sharp, and colorful images, even in low-light working environments.

**Key features**

- **4K\(\text{NDI}\) resolution**
  - Drive+ 4K\(\text{NDI}\) features a state-of-the-art image processor, 1/2.7\(\text{\textit{in}}\) CMOS sensor, and outputs an ultra-high-definition real-time resolution of 4K\(\text{NDI}\) to display clear, sharp, and colorful images, even in low-light working environments.

- **Sleek optical zoom**
  - It packs a wealth of 35 times zoom, giving users a 360-degree field of view, and a powerful zooming algorithm enabling clear and focused performance when zooming in or out, capturing every detail of the scene.

- **NDI\(\text{HDX}\) 4K\(\text{NDI}\) \(1296x588\) \(1296x720\) \(1296x874\) \(1296x1024\)**
  - In addition to NDI\(\text{HDX}\) 4K\(\text{NDI}\), and \(720p\) and \(1080p\) output image simultaneously as well.

- **USB full-duplex for compressed data storage and flow, and USB output can be used in a high-end environment**

- **Program and Promo Tools**
  - The NDI\(\text{HDX}\) feature allows users to easily create, modify, and configure live and recorded content.

**Specification**

- **Model:** Drive+ 4K\(\text{NDI}\) 35x
- **Picture Format:** 4K\(\text{NDI}\) 35x
- **Screen:** 4K\(\text{NDI}\) 35x
- **Self-diagnostic:** 4K\(\text{NDI}\) 35x
- **I/O Interface:** HDMI, USB 3.0, DC 12V
- **Network Interface:** RJ45
- **Input Video: SDI/HDMI**: 12G-SDI/3G-SDI/HD-SDI/SD-SDI
- **Output Video:** SDI/HDMI
- **Audio Interface:** Line-in and Line-out
- **Full Duplex USB:** USB 3.0
- **Power Supply:** DC 12V
- **Size:** 175 x 175 x 210 mm
- **Weight:** 2.5 kg
- **Temperature:** -20°C to 50°C
- **Humidity:** 80% or less
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